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ABSTRACT
A sudy examined the relationship between_preferences

for pert-time wgtrk and the characteristics of unemployed Youth. Using
data,from the Mfrch 1979 Current Population Survey, the relationship,
was examined between,preferences for part-time work and the
Characteristics of 2,087 unemployed, 16- thorugh 24-year-olds iwthe
civilian, noninstitutional populatlon of the United States. Age and
school enrollmett were found to tle the strongest correlates of desire
for part-time work.. Gender, race, veteran status, marital status, and
educational attainment were related only slightly to part-time job"
preferen.'while these data were found' to support the notion that
most unemployed youths searching for part-time. work,are 16 -. to
17-year-olds and enrolled in school, they were not found to indicate
anything about the.economic Significance of youth unemployment.
Recommendations were made calling,for,additional research on the
consequences of teenage lapoi marlet problems on subsequent adult
well-being. (MN)
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Relation'ship Between Preferences for Part-Time Work and

Characteristics of ilpemployed Youths

Many analysts believe that youth unemployment is not a serious problem.

because many unemployed youths want only PaitTtime jobs for "pocket money",

are enrolled in school, and can depend on others family members for necessities

(see Lerman, 1980, And Feldstein, 1977, for a summary of these views). Under

this belief, the Reagan administration has reduced efforts on occupational educa-
,

tion and other youth services because few economic gains are expected from

government spending to reduce youth joblessness. Rather, the administration's

"program for economic recovery" emphasizes reductions in the marginal tax rate,

government spending, andgovernment regulation contributing to business over," -

head. As'President Reagan (198lb) told members, of the NAACP at their 1981 con-
,.

vention, "'Massive amounts of government'aid and intervention have failed to

produce the desired results [in the economy]. A strong economy returns the

greatest good. . . . It returns' greater benefit than that nrovided by specific

gbvernment progra41' (p. 703).

Noting the apparent contradiction between the'bcistence of wide-spread

joblessness and numerous.help-warited advertiseMents, the President has ques-

tioned the significance,of the unemployment figures. In his often-quoted

rematks over luncti with Congressional women, the President wondered, "How does

a person qualify callinghim4elf unemployed when there is a fellow spending

money advertising and saying, 'I've got'a job. Come fill my job.'?" (Reagan,

1981a, 'p. 306). Reilaced by concern oven inflation, high unemployment--

espeolaily among non-white youth--justdoes not seem to be a "sexy" social

issue any more. According to Sandra Shaber of Chase Econometrics., Inc., "What

we are seeing now is that the pain threshold [for tolerating unemployment] is

higher than it was a couple of years ago" (quoted in Fuerbringer, 1981, p. 4E).
/.

Purpose of the StudS7

Is this belief about the triviality of youth unemployment, and its con-
-

sequences for spending on employment And training efforts, justified? We con -

sider this question from empirical, logical, and methodological points of view

in the remainder of phis paper: First, we treat empirically' only one aspect4-

the desire fOr part-time work--of the data undergirding the belief that youth

0' unemployment is not a serious problem. Specifically, the. relationship was

examined between,preferences for part-time work and the characteristics of

unemployed 16- through 24-year olds in the civilian, noninstitutional population (

ti
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of the United States chiring March'1979., This-information was'derived from an

analysis of records of 2,087 unemployed youths from-the '1979 Annual Demographic

File prepared from the March 1979 Current Population Survey (CPS) by-the U. S.

Department of Commerce (1979).

Estimates of preferences'for part-tirfle work among'unemployed 16- through

21 -year oldS are tabulated monthly' y gender, race, and school enrollment

status in Employment and Earnings, a U: S. Departrilent of Labor periodical.

Typically, those enrolled in school are morelikely'to be searching for part-

dile work than those not enrnlled in school-- In the, study-presented-in-the--

remainder of thrs pgPer, regression methods, were used to determine whether the

relationship between school enrollment.status and preferences for part-time

work persists independent of gender, race, marital status, receipt of public

assistance payments in 1978, household responsibility, veteran status, and

educational attainment. These regression results improve our understanding of

youth preferences for part-time work because simple tabulations of variables,

such 9s those published-in Employment and Earnipgs, often misstate true rela-

tiodhips among he variables. They extend, this understanding because the

current study contains variateslwhose tionship to the desire ,for part-time

work previously have not been cor4ide empirically.
77--

Second, in our diScussion of these,regression results, we. list logical

inconsistencies in the, ariumentthat youth unemployment is inconsequential

because many youths are port-time job seekers. Third, in this same discussion,

we examine the me liodologicalproblems inherent in actually determining the can-
.

sequences of youti unemployment. This discussion of. logical and methodological

problems should suggest points of depdrture for research by opcupatiotal educa-

tors and others interested in constructing a rationale for education for work

as a means for treating problems associated with youth- labor market difficulties.

Methods

e Data

Data examined in this study were collected. through the March 1979 CPS.

The CPS is a monthly household. sample survey conducted by the-U. S. Bureauof

the Census to provide estimates of the size and distribution of emplOment,

unemployment, and other characteristics of the'civilian, noninstitutional popula-

tion of the United'States. About 55NOd households were selected and surveyed

for the March .1979 CPS, producing data on over 120,000 persons who were 16 years
.

of age or older. March..1979 CPS data from unemployed 16- through 24-year olds

w

ti
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artment of Commerce

machine-readable data file released for public use. .

A detailed technical.descrOtion of the CPS sampling-frame and method's,

,.-Tata collection and processing, and population estimation was provided.by the

U. S. Department of Commerce (1978>. The Annual Demographic File is amoilable

for use by interested researchers through the U. S. Bureau of the Cens"up,

Customer Products Division, as well,as through a variety of commercial vendors.

The. data used in this study from the Annual Demographic File can be Otained

from the authors on a requestor-provided magnetic tape.

The March 1979 sample included 2,087 unemp.loyed,youths. Of these, 1,363,

or 65.3 percent, claimed t8 be searching for full-time jobs. The remaining 724,

or 34.7 percent,lunemployed teenagersand 'young adults deported that they were

looking for part-time jobs. The distindion between part-tide and fall-time

status was left for respondents to.define. Empirical work reported -in this

paper attempted Otto determine the distinguishing personal features of these 724-

part-time job seekers, compared.to the 1,363 persons who were searching for

full-time jobs. V

Ratio estimates of U: S. youth population figures cin be'consructed from

CPS sample data by multiplying each sample member's data points by a unique

sampling weight provided in the Annual Demogaphic.File. In this wfy, sample

members "speak" for all members of the 'population. Ab ut 35 of.every 100 of,

the 2.8 million 16- through 24-years unemployed durin March 1979 wanted part-
.

time jobs according to'ratio estimates derived for thi research from the 4979'

Annual Demographic File. Therefore, the proportion of part-time jo.eseekers in

the sample was about the same as estimated for the population: Unweighted data

were analyaed in this study because methods currently are unavailable for

handling weighted data in the type of regresgdon computed in this research.

Analysis

Logistic regression methods (see Walker & Duncan, 1967, especially equa-

tion'3.1) were used'to analyze data for thisstudy. Gender, race, marital

status, household responsibility, receipt of public assistance payment's,

veteran status, educational attainment, and several age by school enrollment

istatus interaction terms were included in this regression model. These variates

were regressed on a categorical criterion variable indicating 4ttheran

unemployed youtft, preferred a part-time job during the March 1979 CPS reference

period. The logistic specification restricted the estimated probability of
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desire for part-time work to range between zero and positive one. 'Ordinary

least square4 regressionton a nominally-scaled criterion variable can produce

estimated vables ou.tsidejihi."6-xange, ''fAnd, because such,a qualitgtive variable

is not normally, cis4mation of the model'a.coeffAcients'through

ordinaxNA 14t squares methpds'willno be efficient in a statistical sense

.(Theil, 1971).

. Gender entered.the model as a categoriCalsvriate (if male, or not) as

\ 'lid Tare (ircaucasian, or not)..;_maritai.!...s.tat4sAlf_eve.r married;or not),
.veteran status (if ever seryed in the Armed Forces, or not), receipt of public

assistance 1Pazments (ifreceived public assistance payments in 1978, or not), __;/'

7
and household 'responsibility (if head or wife of head of household, or not).

To cletermine Unique patterns of preference for part-time work among teenagers

and young ad)ilts, two categorrcal,Variates were specified to allow age and

school enrollment to interact. One variate indicated whethe'i a CPS sample
r

member was/16 or 17 years, old and enrolled in school; another variate indicated

whether a sample member was 18 or 19years old and enrolled in school.. The

reference group for these two interaction terms'was 16- through 24-year olds
1

not enrolled in schooJI. Educational attainm9t eptered the model as-'integer

years of school completed With the exceptfon.of gender, race, and school
. .

enrol ent status, the relationships have not'been studied among the variates

selec and youth preTerence for part-time work. However, each variate has a

,wel es y lished link with youth labor marke activity.

Gender and marital status have been strop g1y related'to youth labor force

participation over the past 30 years (U. S. Department of Labor, 1980, Tables
,-

A-4 B-2).' Du'ring this peridd, large racial differences were observed in

youth unemplqment'rates, with these differences widening markedly since 1966
.

.

(U. S. Department of Labor, 1180, Tables A-20 al4i A-21. Also, in spite of their

low representation in the labor force, young Vietnam-era veterans have been ovvr-
e

)

.. represented in the ranks of the untmplbyed (U. S. Department of Labor; 1980,

T4ble 2 and p. 102).,

.

0'

Age and:schooling,also have been strongly related, to youth unemployment'.

rates. These rates have been highest among 16- and 17-year olds, especially

among those not enrolled in achpol (6omputed from data in Young, 1979, Table A)
4

And,YoUng (197.9,*p. 10 determined that unemployment rates among people with

no more than 10 rears of schooling in 19781,were double those with 12 years of

schooling, and-were triple those' with 16:years of schooling:
-.

(3
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Household responsibility is a'proxy, and decidedly imprecise, measure of

need for income available through full-time employment. The head of a house-

hold is one in whose name a home is owned or rented, or, if held jointly, any

'one of the owners.or renters. Transparent in this variate is the,amount of the

unemployed youth's assets, in-kind ealth, or motivatioi to work which could

affect serious labor force attachment. Similarly, receipit of public assistance
o

income is a proxy measure of poverty, although eligibility levels for public

assistance may not objectively define economic hardship. By public assistance

is meant payments such as aid to families with dependent children and welfare.
0

Moreover, because this measure refers to puhlic assistance income received in

1978, the.assumption is made that low"income status persisted into March 1979.

Youths from families with, low incomes often bear a large share of unemployment

(Young, 1979, pp. 37-38; Iden, 1976, p. 93; Table 10).

- The criterion variable and variates we're, measured through face-to-face

interviews or telephone.interviews with a responsible member of each CPS hbuse-
.

hold. Borus, Mott, & Nestel (1978) provide an analysis of possible response

errors' embodi0 In this choi'ce of reso2dent (see also, O. S. Department of
.

Commerce, 1968, and U. S. Department of Labor, 1976, ch. 11, fora discussion

and estimation of errors and biases in these interview data). Coefficients for
4

each variate in the logistic function fit to these, data are reported and inter-
_

preted in the net section of this paper.

Findings

Results are shown in Table 1 of the regression of characteristics'of

unemployed 16- through 24-year olds on whether they wanted.a part-time job

during March 1979. *FootnOtes to Table.,l document many technical details and

intermediate results of this regression analysis. According to the raw data,

about 35.of every 100 sample members wanted a part-time job; the average chance

of desiring part-time work calculated through the statistical model af5Wed in

this study ips 33 out of 100. Therefore, the characteristics examined in .the
,

model specified forlthis study'underestimate slightly the chanceg'of part-time sj

work preference among unemployed youth.

Insert Table 1-About Here

Dominance of age and school enrollment status in the logistic equation
4 e

displayed in Table 1 is demonstrated, in Table 2. , Table 2 contains the tbs9lts

of a simulation of the chances of part-time work preference for variales with

coefficients in Table 1 that were at'least two times'iheif standard,errorL

These chances of patt-time work preference for various characteristtcs,are
v ,..
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compared to chances for thq "typical".16- through 24-year old. By "typical" is

meant a youth with characteristics close to the sample mean; thatds, the

"typical" youth was male, caucasian, not enrolled in school, not a veteran, not

a head, or wife of a head, of a household, not receiving public assistance,
k

unmarried, and had -12 years,of schooling'.
1

Youths 16 or 17 years old who were enrolled iin'school mere abOut 82 per-

cent more likely than the "typical" youth to be searching for part-time work.

Those enrolled in school and 18 or 19 years oldwere 67 percent,more likely to

have preferred a part-timp job. Gender and, educational attainment, although"

having -large regression coefficients in Table 1 compared to their standard

errors, were related,only slightly to desire for part-time work. The coeffi-

cients for race, veteran status, household responsibility, receipt of public

assistance payments, and marital status were not large enougheto'be of

statistical or practical importance in this analysis.

Insert Table 2 About Here

Discussion

The results presented in Tables 1 and 2 corroborate other reseajh findings

that most youth enrolled in school want part-tpe jobs. The contribution of
6

this Analysis is that the relationship between school enrollment status and

preference for part-time work was shown to be independent of other liariates

studied. HOwever, several logical inconsistencies are evident using these data

to assert that youthjoblessness is inconsequential, an assertion that is part

of the foundation of current benign/ neglect of youth unemployment in public

policy. Additional methodological sophistication is needed to examine such an

assertion.

Logical Inconsistencies

Some teenagers searching for part-time Mork may be interested in a job

only casually, without either seriousness or sense of purpose fnjectecf into

their job.search. However, knowing merely that they are searching for part-

time work is not sufficient to conclude this. The data used in. this research--

the same data used by the government to estimate official unemployment figures-
1

only provide a measure of labor force activity. As Cain (1979a, 19'19b) has

pointed out, unemployment figures never were intendedto measure hardship;

rather, unemployment rates are indicators of the cyclicAl respohse of the

economy to those who Nnwork and seek work--without any additional judgments

6-)
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about the utility of work for the jobseekers. For instance, use of preferences

for part-time work among unemployed youtenrolled in school as evidence'of the

triviality of the youth unemployulent problem ignoies the complementarityi

between school and work for many youth. Many low-income youth may need the

earnings from part -time jobs; to stay in school (see.Boweps, 1979). At best,

beliefs about the insignificance of youth unemployment using cross-sctional

labor force data are highly speculative.peculative.

Methodological Necessities

Just what sort of evidence, then, would-be-nee e-to-Fxamine the ctnse----

,quences of youth unemployment`? Evidence is needed'on the private and

costs of youth unemployment, frori\ aggregate arieindividual perspectives. In

the aggregate, the Employment and Training Report of 'the President (U. S.

Department of Labor, 1980, pp. 76-77) noted' that societyloSes the potential

output unemployed youths,coald. have created, even at part-time rates. Their,

idleness reduces their personal and family incomes416rith 'an unknown effect on

government outlays for such transfers, as food stamps and public assistance

payments (see also Brenner, 198D)i Acomprehensive accounting of these private

and social costs in the aggregate would aid appreciably in the debate over the

consequences of youth joblessness.

An even more important question might be what are the'long-term effects of

youth 110bor market problems (even lack of part-,time work experience) 'on Measures

of sueSequent adult welfare? Evidence is (mix beginning to emerge, mostly from

analyses of longitudinal data, on the significanceof yduth unemployment for

adult life. Stevenson (1978) found that adult employabrlity.and earnings are

related positively, to opportunities-to gain work expertence while young.

Coleman (1976) and Freeman (1976) stressed the importance of work while in
. .

secondary school on future employment. And, Stephenson (1979) showed that work

during secondaTy school was associated with lower rates and shorter periods -of,
'

post-schooi,Soblessness among young men and women studied in the NationAl

Longitudinal;Surveys of Labor1Market Experience (see Parnes & Sheets, .1970).

One seripus methodological prdblem is'presented in studies of he.conse-

quences of individual youth unemployment, howeve)r. Suppose thbse pnemployed

while young are more frequently unemployed,as'adUlts. One explanation isthat

early unemployment ha a genuine beyioral effect on individuals. Heckman (in

press; see also, Flinn & Heckman, in press) called this state dependence; that
/
is, status at one me depends on status at a pre ous time. Another explanation,

r

4. 4
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labelled heterogeneity hy-Heckman (in press), that can h4 offered As that these

individuals are merely members of racial or other groups that experience high

-unemployment persistently-- unaltered or "unscarree by their previous -labor

market, problems.

Tuma, Hannan, and Groenveld (1979) provided methods for distinguishing
1

heterogeneity from state dependence, and Stephenson (1979) has applied these

methOds in his study of, the consequences-of"work experience while inischool.s

This methodological problemlis'quite common in avariety of research areas

(cf. , Singer&C-Ohen ,1.9T9, for a study of..this problem with data on malaria

incidence and recov ). The methodological advances for the treatment of1441,

this problem will, need)to be introduced into any serious study, of the,conse-
,,

quences of youth employment.

Summary
f:

Usingda4a from tne'garCh 19'79 Current Population Survey, the relationship

was examined bkween preferences for-part7time work and the personal character-

istics Of 2,087 unemployed 16- through 24-year olds in the civilian, noninstitu-

tional population of the' United 'States. Age and school enrollment were found

-to be the strongest correlates of desire fOr part-time work., Gender, race,

veteran status, marital status, and educational attainment were related only

slightly to part-time job preferences. These data suppoet the notion that

most unemployed youths searching for part-time work are 16 to 19 years old and

enrolled 4n school; on'the other hand, knowing merely this does not

phatIouttionemployment has little economic significance, as some analysts

have suggested. Additional research on' the consequences of teenage labor

market problems on subsequent adult well -being is needed, to determine the

significance of youth unemployment.

1
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Table 1

Relationship Between Preferences for Part-Time Work*and Characteristics of
. 0--

Unemployed 16-. Through 24-Year Olds in the Civilian Noninstitutional . ,

. . .

.._..--

Population of t)e United States During Much 1979

Sample Unstandardized
a/ b/ cCharacteristic Mean- Coefficient- ,-

/
,

Gender

male

femle

Race

0%532

0.468

caucasian 0.77.6

. non - caucasian 0.224

Status

411
ever married

never married 0.782

Veteran Status

veteran 0.049

' non=veteran 0.951

'School Enrollment by Age

16 or 17 years and
in school 0.200

18 or 19 years and
in, school 0.067

. 0.220

rc

0:015

, rc "

0.607 ,

rc

*/'
4.661- 4

/

3.323=
*

16 through 2 years
and not in '10.733

0.197

.rc

g

0.120

°Household ility

head or wife.of,flead

not head or wife 0.803 rc

4 Public Assistance

1111 received in 1978 0.058 -0.104

not received in 1978 0.942 rc

1

Educational Attainment

Intercept Term

412.153 */
0.141-

*/
-3.500-

L
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,A
Source: Estimated from logistic regression of data on indldence of part-

. -

time work'prefer nces of 2,087 unemployed teenagers and young adults in the 1979

Annual Demographic File assembled by the U. 'Bureau of the Census from the

March 1979 Current Population Survey

aMean valubs for categorital variates are,the proportions of sample embers

in categories

Estimated by solving for 6 , as shown in section 4 of Walker and ELlincan

-a, + E ( -X. 6.)

(1967),where,foipersoni,P[partL=1/+e 1,-1
ar?d 8j

the unstandardized coeffici4t for variate j, P[part]i is the probability of,

part-time work preference fo

on variate j for person i, andle is the(. se of natural logarithms.

person i, a is an intercept term, X. is the value
ij

- 7

-'The fit 'of the model to the data is indicated by a chi-square of 1124,

which, with 9 degrees of freedom, is well beyond conventional critical values.

This chi-square value is twice the difference in the log likelihood for the

model with all-variables from the likelihood based on a model containing the

intercept only (see Harrell, 1980, p. 83).

DS-1
/
rc = reference category.

*/ -

-indicates coefficAnt at least twice as large as its standard error.

3
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Simdlation of Chances of Preferring Part-Time Work by

°- Age, School Enrollment, Gender, an

Educational Attainment
t

a
Characteristic-

/

t
School Enrollmentkoarid Age

if 16 of 17 and enrolled
in school,

if 18 or 1:9, and enrolled

in school" ,

Gender

if female

Educational Attainment

if 10 years of ucation

if 14 years ly education

Compared to Chances for

"Typical"-b/ Youth

8.2 of 10 greater

6.7 of 10'great

0.6 of 10 greater

0.3 of 10 less

0.3 of 10 greater

Source: Computed from coefficients and equation in footnote b for Table 1.

The estimaterobability of desire for part-time work'for the "typical"

4
(-1.Q)(-3.5 0.48 + 0.22 +((12.0)(0.14))) -1:0

wpuld be: :11.0 e i or 0.11.,

As an egampleof the derivation of the figures tabulated, the gender coefficient

is dr pped'if: a
4P

male/female comparison is desired (because th1,categorical

yariate was coded in tl3e equation as "1" for males and "Os' for females). So,

the probabilitr of, preference for part-time work for a female with all other 4

"typical" charaZteristics is:

[1.0 + e
(n1.0)(-3.5 + 0.22 + ((12.0)(0.14)))

i
-1.0'

or 0.17. Therefore,Ithe

estimated diff4ence between males and Vies with other characteristics held

constant wagr.o.06, or 0.6-odt Of 10. 6

a/
Only characteristics with coefficients in Tablel-that were at least

twice as large as their standard errors_were tabulated.

b/
"Typical" in the sense that characteristics close to the average for the

sample werechosen. The "typical" youth was male,-caucasian, not enrolled in

school, not a veteran, not a head of a househojd, not receiving public assistance,

unmarrie nd had 12' years ot schooling. 3,!


